
CLINICALLY PROVEN LED PHOTOTHERAPY FOR REJUVENATION AND PROBLEM SKIN



HOW DOES IT WORK?

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

WHAT DOES THE TREATMENT INVOLVE?

Dermalux LED Phototherapy is a non-invasive treatment that uses clinically proven therapeutic light 
energy to trigger the skins natural rejuvenation and repair processes without pain or downtime.

From the first treatment, Dermalux instantly boosts the complexion to restore vitality and glow. 

A treatment course offers cumulative benefits and can be targeted to specific skin concerns for the 
face and body with lasting and visible improvement.

We believe everyone deserves beautiful skin. Discover the benefits of Dermalux as part your essential 
skin health regime.

Our skin has the ability to absorb light energy and use it to stimulate or regulate essential cell 

processes. LED Phototherapy is the application of beneficial wavelengths from the visible and 

infrared part of the light spectrum which have proven skin enhancing benefits. Skin cells that are 

energised function better and can renew up to 200% faster accelerating regeneration and repair.

Dermalux uses unique combinations of clinically proven Blue, Red and Near Infrared wavelengths 

to boost collagen production, increase hydration, calm redness and irritation and destroy acne 

causing bacteria. As the light triggers a whole cascade of skin enhancing processes, the benefits 

continue even after the treatment has finished.

Dermalux is a relaxing, pain free experience with proven mood enhancing effects. Enjoy some luxury 

me-time as your skin absorbs the energising light to kick start cell regeneration, calm irritation or 

restore radiance. Each treatment lasts up to 30 minutes and with no downtime, you can simply get 

up and glow!

DISCOVER YOUR BEST SKIN



MOST CLINICALLY PROVEN WAVELENGTHS
THE POWER OF LIGHT

TRI WAVE THERAPY 
For enhanced and 
accelerated results, 

Dermalux Tri-Wave therapy 
uniquely delivers multi- 
wavelength treatments 

which are tailored to your 
skin condition 

NEAR 
INFRARED 830nm 
targets deeper cells 

to trigger the wound 
healing process, calm 

redness and irritation, reduce 
pigmentation and promote 
healthy skin. Combine with 

Red 633nm for advanced 
rejuvenation 

benefits

BLUE 415nm 
is the most proven 

wavelength to destroy 
the bacteria which causes 

acne and improve skin clarity 
without irritation. Powerful 

antibacterial action also 
has a calming effect to 

reduce redness and 
inflammation

RED 633nm 
supercharges cell 

energy to accelerate 
repair and renewal, boost 

collagen synthesis, increase 
hydration and enhance 

circulation to reverse the 
visible signs of ageing. 

Ideal for restoring 
vitality and glow



Dermalux is an essential part of any skin care programme to optimise and 
accelerate results and provides the foundation to beautiful skin.

ACTIVATE

An intensive course of 12 treatments taken in close succession is 
recommended for optimum cell activation. Supercharge your skin for 
visible results and lasting improvement. 

CHOOSE YOUR DERMALUX TREATMENT

COMBINE

Upgrade your favourite facial treatments with Dermalux for superior and 
longer lasting results or to calm sensitivity. Your Dermalux practitioner 
will advise you on the best combination for your skin.

BOOST

Individual treatments energise the skin to instantly revitalize a dull 
complexion, restore luminosity or calm irritation. A perfect boost before a 
special event or as part of an on-going maintenance programme.



Medically CE Certified for Acne, Psoriasis, Wound Healing and Pain Relief (Muscular Skeletal)

REAL RESULTS PAIN FREE

PSORIASIS

ACNE REDNESS

HEALING



dermaluxled.com

#LoveLED

The Telegraph

“ The results from the get-go are astonishing ”

PL-022 rev.2

@dermaluxled


